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About This Content

Want to become a legend? This Legendary Loot Pack will guarantee you’ll have the look and means for it!

This loot pack will reward you with a a bunch of legendary loot and a unique mount! On top of that, you’ll get a pile of gems to
spend as you wish in game!
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Exclusive Legendary "Barky, The Delighted Doggo" Mount (3x color variations)

5 Legendary Outfit Chests containing three cosmetic items each.
Each chest guarantees a legendary outfit that you don’t already own.

3.500 Gems
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battlerite legendary loot pack key. battlerite legendary loot pack

Really fun game, but there are some un-addressed game breaking issues. What started out as a fun DanganRonpa-esque game
turned into a slog for me personally. The game involves you and a group of individual with "gifts" who are tasked with saving
the world from this really mean dude who wants to blow everyone away. Catch is there are three traitors in the group and you
have to deduce who they are through the main chatacters hearing "voices" that coincide with the traitor. Three voices in a group
of 6 you send out means you have the traitor in your group! Fun concept, but in my opinion just wasn't fun to actually play the
game, which makes me sad.

Imagine grinding characters to get them to a certain level, but the gimmick of the game is that anyone can be "erased" in order
to proceed to the next floor. I was able to maniuplate the group to vote for the traitor, but the experience just felt hollow.
Amazing in replay value and story to have ANYONE up for grabs, but in practice just left me with sour grapes in my mouth.

I really enjoy the game and want to recommend it, but I can't continue playing a game where I love the concept and truly dislike
the turned based battle that you will find yourself in 90% of the time. Even on easier difficulities you will be forced to grind.
You may also end up losing the best characters due to the erasure method of needing to proceed to the top floor.

Camera work is horrible (with keyboard controls, no idea on an actual controller support). English VAs are okay, with some
having noticable lower quality, I am looking at you "British" accent Fisticuffs wielder.

If you want to grind for levels to get to the top floor with a rag tag group of 4 out of 11 of these characters, go for it. I just can't
find myself continuting the experience when other RPGs are out and about, even if the core concept is so cool..
\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. This could have been what HoMM2 was back in the days, sadly its not and instead give you
extreme difficulty and no multiplayer\/skirmish.

6+\/10. The art style and soundtrack are cool, and the gameplay is pretty good, but it's too impractical to be a paid game. It
seems more like something you'd play on kongregate when you got a couple of hours to kill. Figuring out a level takes about 1
minute, and then it's just hoping you don't screw up the platforming (And if you're playing on nigtmare or going for all brains,
Morgan Freeman bless you.) The levels go one at a time, so if you're stuck, you can't do anything, unlike games like Super Meat
Boy where if you're stuck, you at least have another level to play.

Overall, the concept is cool, the art and soundtrack were pretty good, but the gameplay was executed poorly.

5\/10. Couldn't figure out how to turn around (using rift) so that made it pretty difficult to play. Never got a response from the
devs. Also never saw anyone else (mmo?). 10/10 would never watch this again!. As a hardcore yuri fan it was pretty much a
given I'd like this and I do!

Pros

-Cute characters
-Its funny (forest of perverts XD)
-Uncensored yuri lewdness ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)
-Nice art
-Choices matter
-Multiple endings

Cons

-Its short, but for the price that's not a big deal
-English translation is a bit off, but no cripplingly so

All in all a short cute fantasy ero yuri VN that I think is worth it for all fellow yuri fans (and pervs) alike.. 2nd mission had 8
enemys with shields (making them twice as tanky as my troopers) and 2-3 snipers that could one-shot my guys from over a full
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screen away. 2 got knocked out and evaced, the last was killed. 3rd mission: all of the same but with an OFFICER. Squad wipe.
Attempted to restart a file but skipping the tutorial (I'd realized it was just like Xcom)...Game froze 4 times in about half an
hour. I've given up on it. Had so much potential but is just...Garbage.
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Great game.. NOT a review of the game,,as much as a review of the reviewers.

QQ in bad reviews,,ignore those and use the refund option and try the game is my recomendation.

Spent almost 90 h in the game, having fun so I got my moneys worth many times over.
Sure there are some elements of irritation, but so do every game on earth today, so stop being a true brat wanting instant
gratification for no effort and chill.
I'm sure there will be more patches with bugfixes.
Instant giving a game a bad review because you got sand in your va.gi.na = bad sales, no money, no more updates..
Devs doesn't kill a game (most of the time) inpatient gamers and bad reviewers do

Imo this is a entertaining game with alot of things to do and different ways to do it ,, it's not a perfect game by any means,,but
I'm pretty sure no one can show me a game today that is.

And i recommend you try it,,and refund if you don't like it.
Don't be a sheep, form your own opinion!

And yes I will disable comment section for this one lol,,I got a life, no time to feed trolls and brats offended by this ;)
Feel free to downvote this if you are a brat or troll tho,,it can be amusing to see how many of you there are out there ^^. This
game is good for the price. There's a few issues with the writing that I assume is due to translation errors, but they don't take
away from gameplay so I don't see it as as much of an issue as others might. There isn't an in-game slider for volume as far as I
can tell, but that's fine because I usually change the volume of games with the volume mixer rather than in-game settings
anyways, though I could see it as a potential negative for some. It was hard to learn the timing of blocking, at least for me(but I
think I'm just bad). There's a quirky mechanic of you recover faster when music is playing based on how loud the music is, and
I think it would be cooler if the music was on more often. From what I gather, there's stages, and in each stage there's a selection
of characters. You have a starter character in every stage and unlock new ones by beating them. You need to unlock a certain
amount of characters in the stage to move on to the next. There's a review complaining that there wasn't 100 characters, but I'm
assuming that's because they stopped playing before they unlocked a new stage and didn't understand how it worked. Each
character has different stats and an ability. My favorite so far is the first stage's starter character (Wizard) who has Backtrack.
When you get punched there's a chance to reset your character's health and durability(I'll get into this later) to 2 and a half
seconds from the time you got punched. It's a good safeguard against characters who do a lot of damage per hit, or those with
high body hardness.

So, here's how the fighting works. You got Light Left Punch, Light Right Punch, Heavy Left Punch, Heavy Right Punch,
Backstep, Dash, Dodge(but pressing backstep and dash at the same time), Block Right, and Block Left. When you hit with an
attack, your fist loses durability. If you break a fist, you can't use it until it regenerates. If your opponent blocks a punch, your
fist loses extra durability based on their body hardness. Your fist has more durability based on your fist hardness. Dash moves
you a small amount towards your opponent quickly, Backstep does the opposite. Dodge moves you slightly back, and some
characters have abilities that activate when you successfully dodge an attack. Your fists and hp regenerate over time.
When you land a hit, you get a point and your opponent takes damage to their hp. You win a round at 12 points or if your
opponent runs out of hp. The battles are in best of seven, so winning four rounds wins the match(and unlocks the opponent's
character for you if you haven't already).

Some last takeaways of what I want in possible future updates(I'm not sure if the devs are planning on continuously updating the
game, but hey):
I would really appreciate a slider to tone down the visuals. They look really cool, but sometimes block my vision from the
opponent's right side, meaning I don't know if I should be blocking or not immediately after I get hit.
If possible I would appreciate a way to fight against other humans, or change the AI difficulty.
Some more music would be nice, at least enough to have consistent background music to make use of that recharge
mechanic(possibly even having music that gets more frantic as someone gets closer to winning a round or something).

Overall, I'd recommend the game, if at least give support for something that might be amazing in the future :). Since no english
reviews exist at the time of the review, I write it in english to help, so expect some grammar mistakes:

The third Adventure of our all-time-favorite calligraphist. An adorable Vinty, bad jokes and a new location to explore. What do
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we want more?

Pro:
- Pictures inspired from real Locations in Singapore
- Like in WW2, it comes with YT-LInks to videos from Singapore
- Poodle
- Shower scene with Vinty ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)

Contra:
- Links to videos are available only for one textbox so they are easy to miss, so be carefull while reading
- Art is typical WW, so it doesn't look that polished like Unhack 2 \/ Last birdling (Especially for the background). But if you
are used to it it isn't a problem and it looks far more gorgeous than WW2.

Honestly: It's basicly more Vinty to enjoy. If you liked her previous adventures you absolutely gonna like this one. Others should
try the first game since it's for free.

PS: First 40+ Year old MILF best Girl in VN History. I really like a lot of ideas in this software, and the painting is really
smooth and marvelous. The creative spirit of the author is present. I think this one is one to watch for the future, but right now
it\u2019s just missing too many features to be useful enough at this price.

The painting is great, the revolve tool is amazing. Painting is smooth and fluid. But it has no smoothing tool for sculpting, which
means you can't put primitives (or other shapes) together and smooth them with each other. It's really difficult to get the same
kinds of sculpt quality with only sculpt and carve, even though they do have different smoothness "settings".

The "avatar" feature is weird and out of place. Quirky, but I feel it doesn't really add as much as the other "quirky" tools do.

On top of this, I saved a model successfully but it won't show up in the program, and it's really easy to accidentally delete your
creation, since there's no confirmation dialog for deleting, and it's really easy to hit "delete" while trying to export the model. I
couldn't relax and really enjoy sculpting knowing that I could lose everything I was working on so easily.

As it is, it\u2019s a really fun toy, but the price is too high for that IMO. Scultrvr is less expensive, does most of what this does
(minus the revolve \/ lathe tool, which is really cool), and has enough \u201cbasic\u201d sculpting tools to make it useful for
\u201chigh poly\u201d modeling, which can be retopo\u2019d after. Unbound also lacks scaling and moving objects, there isn't
much control over level of detail, so if that's important to you, I'd try another tool.

I would buy Unbound on sale, or when it has more sculpting features and is more mature interface-wise. I think in the future this
will be the one to get, but right now Sculptrvr just makes more sense for me.. Cool game :). From the first minutes awesome,
for every fan a should have!

What just happened ? The world needs you to lead "Kirito" and his friends through an epic story and maybe you will even make
new friends and meet old ones.
Its up to you to save the worlds of "SAO" and "Accel World"
Join your favourite characters from the other "SAO" games and meet the new Accel World characters.

Graphic is way better then i expected and you don't really need the highest recommended for the graphic on highest setting.
I have Nividia GTX 970 and i can still play it without probs on the highest graphic options.
Edit to the co-op section. You need to past some missions and then you can play it but it's not as you will expect you only can
make mission and leveling with your friend but its mostly only against boses you allready killed.
It has a good story that will take a while to get through the point of the game where it will get awesome.
Keyboard controls aren't the best but with enough time you can learn it.
I would recommend to play it with a controller it's easier for starters.

I may add something to the Review after i finished the game.
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[7.9/10] Points
Recommend for all fans of SAO or Accel World.. Awesome game so far, love the comic theme of this game and the
movements as well. Excited to see where this game goes!. cool game, really different from others RPG Maker games. the game
gets hard on act 5, but I liked it.
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